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We started our tryst with Ransomware when it started gaining prominence
way back in 2012, however Ransomware has been around for almost a
decade.
During the initial stages, Ransomware created the effect of awe and shock,
unlike Trojans or Malwares or APTs, Ransomware made its presence known.
The only differentiating factor was that the message was Loud and Clear – You
have been Infected.
For all these years, we have been observing the covert methods of a virus
while it was silently infecting the system, staying resident and infecting other
systems, moreover, many of these viruses started implementing the logic of
Command and Control, wherein, vital information was being discreetly
leaked or stolen. The level of expertise required for writing a virus was
tremendous as the author had to always find ways to stay a step or two ahead
of the detection mechanisms and at the same time, the criminals had to invest
into infrastructure which would handle the stolen information.
These criminals also rented out these very infected systems, commonly
known as Zombie Computers, to other criminals , who would then carry out
their nefarious activities viz. Sending Spam, Initiating DDOS attacks , Bitcoinmining etc.
However, when we speak about Ransomware, during the initial days, they
were thought of as a highly sophisticated piece of code, since encryption was
involved. However, Ransomware creators also evolved their tactics and
started identifying the important files which would be attacked. There are
numerous encryption libraries available which can be used by not just the
advanced programmers but also by the script kiddies. It wasn’t imperative for
the programmer to be an expert in encryption, since all the information was
readily available and the points of interest from the ransomware author’s
perspective were 1. Ability to sneak into the system.
2. Encrypt the files based on their extensions.
3. Transfer the encryption keys back to the CNC server.
Ransomware infection routines came in various forms, started off as a
compressed binary, and when the various vendors started blocking such files
from gaining a foothold, we started finding Ransomware being delivered as
embedded macros in Doc or Docx files. Very recently, they started using
javascripts, VB Scripts and Powershell based scripting to create Ransomware.
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